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       On March 8, 2018, Amisha Padnani published a column in The 
New York Times titled “How an Obits Project on Overlooked Women 
Was Born.” 1  In it she describes how she established Overlooked, “a 

history project recalling the lives of those who, for whatever reason, 

were left out of The Times’s obit pages.” Many of the forgotten were 
women who either achieved fame in their day or who waited for 

posterity to recognize them, and they included such luminaries as 

poet Sylvia Plath, novelist and activist Nella Larsen, and 

photographer Diane Arbus.  You are probably expecting me to add 

Margaret Culkin Banning—the subject of my essay—to this list. But 

when Banning died in 1982, she was one of the rare women who 

merited a Times obituary. Edwin McDowell headlined his tribute on 
January 6, 1982, “Margaret Culkin Banning; Wrote 40 Books and 400 

Stories.” 2   

       Well known in her time but little known in ours, Margaret Culkin 

Banning is a prime candidate for literary recovery as a gifted author 

and shrewd social commentator on such controversial issues as 

birth control, alcoholism, adultery, working women, mixed religious 

marriages, politics, sexism, economic inequality, classism, and 

philanthropy. She found legal topics compelling and used them 

knowledgeably throughout her career in both non-fiction and fiction, 
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including the short stories “The Perfect Juror” (1926) and “The Day 

in Court” (1932) and the novels Money of Her Own (1928), The Iron 
Will (1936), The Quality of Mercy (1963), Mesabi (1969), and The Will 
of Magda Townsend (1974).  In some of these works, the law appears 
tangentially, but in “The Perfect Juror” and The Iron Will, for 
example, the law itself is the main subject.3       

 

 

Original Cover of The Iron Will 4 
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       Margaret Culkin was born in 1891 in Buffalo, Minnesota, the 

second of four children. Her father, William E. Culkin, was a lawyer 

(later a Minnesota State Senator) who moved his family to northern 

Minnesota after landing an appointment as Register of the Land 

Office in Duluth. From early on, Banning was a voracious reader and 

a talented writer. In 1912 she graduated from Vassar, spent a year in 

Chicago, and then moved back to Duluth as a social worker. Her 

marriage to lawyer Archibald Tanner Banning in 1914 ended in 

divorce fifteen years later. As a single mother with two children to 

support, Banning describes her changed circumstances in The Book 
of Catholic Authors, “When I sold the first book I had no need of 
money, but in a short time that necessity arose. Fortunately, I soon 

had friends among the editors of several leading magazines.”5 

Indeed, throughout a sixty-year writing career, Banning published 

work in Cosmopolitan, Harper’s, Ladies Home Journal, McCall’s, The 
Saturday Evening Post and elsewhere. Some of her work appeared 
in The Reader’s Digest and so reached an even wider readership. 
Her first novel—Barbara Lives—was published in 1917 and her last—

Such Interesting People—in 1979. According to her own statement in 

Catholic Authors, many of her novels came out yearly with the 
prestigious publisher Harper and Row.  

       In 1944, Banning married LeRoy Salsich, president of the Oliver 

Mining Company, but kept her ex-husband’s surname on her 

publications. Although she said in the Catholic Authors feature, 
“Minnesota has always been my home base as well as my 

birthplace,” from 1972 on she lived at her estate in Tryon, North 

Carolina, though she maintained a summer house in Brule, 

Wisconsin. In 1982 she died at her Tryon home aged ninety. 

Banning’s son, Tanner Banning, stated in The New York Times 
obituary that she was writing a new novel at the time of her death.   
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Margaret Culkin Banning in 1935. 
Newpaper Clipping Photograph,  

Margaret Culkin Banning Biographical Folder,  
Collection of the Duluth Public Library 

 

       Several sites offer more details about her life, including The New 
York Times obituary, a profile in Minnesota Author Biographies, and 
mini biographies in archival listings at Boston University and Vassar, 

which together house the majority of the Banning Archives.6  Another 

short but useful biography, by David Ouse, came out in the Duluth 

publication Zenith City Online.7 But I think the most perceptive 
information is what appears within The Book of Catholic Authors 
because Banning herself wrote it. 
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       The Iron Will’s 1936 publication places it in the early part of 
Banning’s long career when she needed a regular income from her 

writing. It was first serialized in The Saturday Evening Post over five 
issues from January 18 to February 15, 1936, before being published 

separately the same year by Harper & Brothers/Grosset & Dunlap. In 

this way, like many authors before and since, Banning was 

remunerated twice with immediate payment for the magazine 

selections and ongoing royalties for the full-length novel.   

       The Post  could not assume that its subscribers read consecutive 
issues and followed the plot, so it provided a helpful synopsis of The 
Iron Will at the beginning of each subsequent serialized part after the 
initial one: “Big money was coming to trial. The city of Twin Ports had 

always been nervously conscious of the money back of the iron-

mining companies that had made the city. And now the companies, 

taxed beyond endurance, had decided to fight what they considered 

confiscatory levies. Leading them was the Greysolon Mining 

Company, which had leased the Temple properties. Under the terms 

of the lease, they had to pay royalties whether they worked the mine 

or not. For two years, in the face of rising costs and taxes, they had 

not been able to operate at a profit and had closed down. Capable 

Marshall Crinton, chief counsel for the company, had written the 

owner, Brigid Temple, asking her to accept a reduction of royalty. In 

Paris, attractive level-headed Brigid who had inherited the Temple 

stubbornness along with the Temple mine, refused the request. At 

the same time she regretted she had not learned more about her 

mines from Peter Harlow, likable young mining engineer. But Crinton 

had sent for Harlow as an expert witness.”  

       The overview continues, but let me cut to the chase: Brigid 

Temple returned to Twin Ports (loosely based on Duluth) and 

became embroiled not only in the trial proceedings but also in the 

city’s social life. She renewed her acquaintance with mining expert 

Peter Harlow (of course!) and ultimately accepted his marriage 

proposal. While Banning shrewdly left the legal judgment against 
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Greysolon in limbo, the rest of the plot resolved after Brigid Temple 

took a trip to the mines, saw the desperation of the unemployed 

Depression-era miners, heeded local advice on the potential of new 

mining techniques, and agreed to a reduced royalty in return for 

Greysolon re-opening and conducting research on how to process 

lower-grade ore. So the novel’s title is a clever pun on Brigid’s “iron 

will” as well as the willful behavior of other people involved with iron 

mining.    

       Since the entire novel centers on a technical court case that 

Banning’s audience needed to understand, she adopted the literary 

technique of secondary characters discussing the situation early on 

and helpfully filling in her readers too. Here is how Ben, a young 

court reporter, explains things to his girlfriend, Jessie: “The mining 

companies didn’t pay their taxes because they thought they were too 

high. Their claim is that the mining towns and the tax commission 

and all the politicians are bleeding them to a fare-you-well. The only 

way they could get into the courts to have their claims threshed out 

in the open was to refuse to pay their taxes and force the state to sue 

them. So now the state is suing them for the unpaid taxes and 

penalties and all the rest. It’s a whole lot of money. Millions.” 8  He 

then adds that some mining companies must pay a royalty to the 

property owner from whom they rent land even when the mines are 

inactive. This is the case with Brigid Temple, who is well aware that 

her contract contains such an ironclad stipulation.  

       Because I am a literary critic specializing in the recovery of 

American women writers, I’d like to briefly discuss Banning’s skills 

as a novelist before I consider the legal background of The Iron Will. 
This novel is unusual among Banning’s other works because it 

centers entirely on a court case and takes place over a short period. 

But this legal framework allows her to develop a compelling ancillary 

plot and convincing characterization. For example, she presents a 

range of lawyers and explores their strengths and weaknesses as 

people and professionals. There is Marshall Crinton, Chief Counsel 
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for the Greysolon Mining Company, a clever and conscientious 

attorney who nevertheless is overly influenced by his beautiful but 

bored and status-conscious wife, Julie.  There is his trusted 

associate, Joe Zane, a small, stout man hopelessly in love with an 

independent and attractive wealthy widow, Elinor Thomas, who 

finally comes into his own at the end of the trial with a brilliant legal 

summation. And there is Aloysius Finley, a flamboyant, ambitious 

politician with his eye on higher office, who represents the state.  All 

three have much to gain and lose from their performance during the 

case as well as its eventual outcome. 

       To determine that result, Banning introduces three judges, an 

unusual number in a courtroom where a single judge generally 

presides. As with the three attorneys just described, Banning 

succeeds in individualizing these judges too.  Judge Van Veek, “a 

vast man, possessed of quietness . . . spread peace and was gentle,” 

especially towards women. Nearsighted Judge Ray “was a fine 

grammarian, as well as the most scholarly lawyer in the state.”  

Finally, Judge Mayhew’s “calmness and fearlessness” helped to 

intensify his judicial authority. To sum up these men, Banning uses a 

series of effective similes and metaphors. Mayhew “looked like a 

jurist, more than Judge Van Veek, who had the air of a retired 

country gentleman, or than Judge Ray, who had dried away like a too 

assiduous schoolmaster.” 9      

       The Iron Will also contributes to the field of law and literature, 
meaning 1) those works in which legal topics play a prominent role 

and which may be based on actual cases, situations, and characters, 

or 2) those works apart from case law that can be used in law school 

and beyond to examine law, crime, and justice in more nuanced, 

interpretive, inclusive, and philosophical ways.10  Criminal law has 

also spawned several specific literary genres, including detective 

novels and murder mysteries. Indeed, apart from studies about 

Banning as a regional, Midwestern, writer, genre criticism is the only 

other area where The Iron Will has generated literary attention. For 
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example, in a book on the legal thriller, Terry White describes The 
Iron Will as “a Bildungsroman [i.e. coming-of-age novel]  featuring a 
youth, iron mining and a trial in Minnesota that consumes the entire 

239-page novel.”11  And Lars Ole Sauerberg singles out The Iron Will 
as an early example of “a feminist agenda” in the modern legal 

thriller: “Mrs. Banning must surely have seen the potential for legal 

thriller genre feminist awareness already then.”12    

       But what evidence is there that Banning did more than dabble 

with the law in The Iron Will? First, consider the “Author’s Note” and 
“Prefatory Note” before the novel proper begins. In the former, 

Banning writes, “The economic, historical and legal situations in this 

narrative are based on fact, but all the characters are imaginary, as 

is the procedure of the trial related in the story.” And in the latter, 

she closes by saying, “I am grateful . . . to the several members of 

the bench and bar who helped me on technical points of law; and to 

all my neighbors in the iron region who have been so interested and 

so kindly.” While authors can be disingenuous or even duplicitous 

when talking about their composition process, material, and intent, 

corroborating evidence suggests that Banning told the truth. 13   
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Advertisement for The Iron Will published in the Duluth Herald, January 16, 1936 

Biographical Files: Margaret Culkin Banning, Archives and Special Collections, 

Kathryn A. Martin Library, University of Minnesota Duluth 

       

Second, a review of The Iron Will by Lenore K. Snodgrass, 
published by the Duluth News Tribune on May 3, 1936, sheds 
important information on Banning’s likely sources for the novel.14 

Snodgrass opens her review by saying, “A newspaper item of April 
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10 stated that idle mines near Gilbert and Bovey [on the Iron Range] 

are to open for operation soon. This reviewer’s first thought was not 

of the general improvement in industry that this announcement 

revealed, but it was: ‘I wonder if those are Brigid Temple’s mines?’” 

She ends by commenting that readers in the Northland will not only 

enjoy a good story, but will “gain the added pleasure of recognition, 

the satisfaction which comes from a common knowledge of scene 

and circumstance, and the pride of having a local situation, colorful 

and dramatic, well interpreted and fairly treated.”  While I have not 

been able to locate the “newspaper item” Snodgrass mentions in her 

introduction, I can contextualize her comment about the two towns 

near inactive mines.      

       It was the huge Oliver Iron Mining Company that controlled much 

of the ore extraction in the three major districts on the Iron Range: 

Canisteo (where Coleraine-Bovey is located), Hibbing-Chisholm, and 

the Eastern District (which includes Gilbert).15   Founded in 1892 by 

Henry W. Oliver, the Company became a subsidiary of United States 

Steel in 1901 and later a division of the larger entity. Up to 1929, 

when the stock market crashed, the Iron Range economy had been 

in great shape. In fact, historian Bill Beck observes that “the U. S. 

steel industry had broken records in 1929 with production of more 

than 63 million tons of finished steel.” 16 But in 1930, shipments from 

the Mesabi Range, where Oliver operated, went down twenty-five 

percent, and by the spring of 1931, some mines did not open at all.”17   

A year later, in 1932, almost none were operational, and “Two of 

every three workers on the Mesabi Range were laid off for extended 

periods from 1932 through the middle of the decade.” 18 Far from 

experiencing heavy losses only in 1932, “In the end, the steel 

companies chalked up 1933, 1934, and 1935 as lost years, too.”   

       But decreased production and demand were not the only 

problems for big companies like Oliver and, by extension, the 

workers who depended on them for a livelihood. Questions loomed 

about how long the ore deposits and traditional extraction methods 
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would last. Also, since the 1890s, the state had wrestled with how 

much to tax mining companies and had gradually increased the 

rates. By 1910 or so, “Minnesota was taxing the mining industry for 

both the ore removed and the ore still in the ground . . . and the tax 

rate applied to mining companies in Minnesota was higher than that 

applied to any other industry in the state.” 19 Minnesota legislators 

justified such high tariffs by saying that a portion of the companies’ 

substantial profits ought to help fund civic improvements in the 

mining towns and surrounding communities. John Baeten quotes the 

Minnesota law historian C. J. Buell who in 1915 summed up this line 

of thought regarding state levies versus personal profit-taking, 

“’There will not be so many useless millionaires in the world; but 

there will be more useful citizens who can afford to have decent 

homes and comfortable surroundings.’” 20  

       A 1948 article titled “Iron Ore Taxation in Minnesota,” by then-

Commissioner of Taxation for Minnesota G. Howard Spaeth, explains 

the complex taxes levied on mines: “In addition to ad valorem 

taxation, we administer both an occupation and a royalty tax on iron 

ore. The occupation tax law was enacted in 1921; the royalty tax law 

in 1923. The constitutionality of both laws has been upheld by the 

United States Supreme Court.” 21  

       Predictably, these rates did not sit well with companies like the 

Oliver Iron Mining Company, so they used the courts in a series of 

ongoing lawsuits to argue for lower taxation and in some cases to 

delay, challenge, or refuse to pay taxes and royalties. The dispute of 

1915 was settled out of court at the end of 1916 with Oliver agreeing 

to pay back taxes.22  But in Oliver Iron Mining Company v. Lord, 262 
U.S. 172 (1923), the U. S. Supreme Court found that the companies 

were indeed liable for taxes.23 Some years later, in Marble v. Oliver 
Mining Company, 172 Minn. 263 (1927), the Supreme Court of 
Minnesota judged against the lessee, Oliver Mining Company, 

because it had covenanted to pay all taxes and assessments in the 

original lease. The lessee was therefore responsible for repaying the 
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royalty tax to the lessor, Belle L. Marble, who had footed the bill.24 

Three years later, in State ex rel. Oliver Mining Co. v. Armson, 181 
Minn. 221 (1930),  the Supreme Court of Minnesota once again found 

against the Oliver Mining Company regarding the amount owed in 

taxes.25   What we see, then, is a concerted attempt by the mining 

companies to challenge if not intimidate individual lessors and the 

state.  

 

 

Margaret Culkin Banning, 1950. 
Photograph in the Margaret Culkin Banning Biographical Folder, 

Collection of the Duluth Public Library 
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       How much did Margaret Banning know about the cases cited 

above or a range of other related mining lawsuits up to 1930? As a 

lawyer, Register of the Land Office in Duluth, and State Senator, 

William E. Culkin would have been conversant with these issues, if 

not the actual cases, and may have discussed them with his family, 

and possibly Margaret’s first husband, Archibald T. Banning, did too 

(though they divorced in 1929). But Banning was her own woman 

and was keenly aware of community issues and politics. Some 

fascinating insight occurs in her 1930 novel Mixed Marriage, where 
the heroine, Marie Hawley, is a mining property heiress.26 Not only a 

love story in which Marie, who is Catholic, marries an amateur 

metallurgist and aspiring politician who is not Catholic, Mixed 
Marriage contains detailed data on the kinds of mining issues I have 
already described. Here, for example, is information that Father 

Carroll, Marie’s parish priest, has gleaned about the fictional mining 

town, Carmine, where he and Marie live: “Reduced to simple terms, 

the fact seemed to be that the mines were being taxed past the 

patience of the operating companies. To the land tax had been 

added royalty taxes, occupational taxes, tonnage taxes, until every 

piece of ore that was brought out of the mines was a great expense 

as well as a yield. If there was not sufficient profit in mining the ore, 

the operators threatened to close down. Many of the smaller 

independents had already done so.” 27  These are the words of an 

author who has done due diligence (in this case, research) and is 

comfortable with technical and legal information. 

       But the case on which The Iron Will is almost certainly based 
occurred later, in 1936, when Margaret Banning was an established 

author who was even more involved in her community and searching 

for appropriate material to use in her novels. It is State v. Oliver Iron 
Mining Company, 198 Minn. 385 (Minn. 1936)(posted in the Appendix, 
at 21-37). Tax Commissioner Spaeth’s article “Iron Ore Taxation in 

Minnesota” specifically cites this ruling as a decisive case: “In this 

suit were involved 43 properties of the Oliver Iron Mining Company 
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and a few others. The sole issue was that of overvaluation. The trial 

court, sitting in Duluth, found values aggregating approximately 18 

percent below those claimed by the State, the total value found by 

the court being $81,864,845 full and true value as compared to 

$100,477,732 determined by the Tax Commission. In both trial and 

appellate courts the use of the Hoskold formula of appraisal was 

recognized and sustained.” 28  

      The Supreme Court of Minnesota did not issue its decision in 

Minnesota v. Oliver Iron Mining Co. until December 11, 1936, almost 
a year after The Iron Will appeared in The Saturday Evening Post 
(which is one reason why the novel left the case’s outcome in limbo).  

Nevertheless, the trial proceedings that swirled around locally 

focused on these competing but complementary interests: mining 

companies that bristled at how much tax they paid to the state and 

how many royalties they owed to the property owners from whom 

they leased land; property owners who dug in their heels and pointed 

to contracts that clearly stipulated the mining companies were 

responsible for paying taxes and  royalties; the state that enforced 

laws on tax collection; and the miners who needed the mines to stay 

open so they could earn a living wage (this essay is not the place to 

get into labor unrest on the Iron Range in the 1920s and 1930s, but 

there was plenty of it).  

       You will recall from the earlier biographical profile of Banning 

that she married LeRoy Salsich in 1944. At the apex of a long career 

in mining he had become president of the Oliver Iron Mining 

Company in 1930.29 Although Margaret Banning was divorced by 

then, Salsich remained married to his first wife, Elisabeth, until she 

died a decade later. The Salsichs and the Bannings formed part of 

Duluth’s social elite, so it’s likely they knew, or knew of, each other. 

However, I cannot confirm what exactly led to the courtship and then 

marriage of Margaret Banning and LeRoy Salsich in 1944. By that 

time, they were important enough nationally that their union merited 

mention in the November 27, 1944 issue of Time Magazine: “Married. 
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Margaret Culkin Banning, 53, cozy, women's magazine serialist; and 

LeRoy Salsich, 64, Duluth, Minn., iron mine executive; both for the 

second time; in Manhattan.” 30 How offensively sexist to relegate 

Margaret Culkin Banning to the ranks of a “cozy, women’s magazine 

serialist.” She was an intelligent, prolific, and talented social 

commentator in the mold of Edith Wharton and Henry James. And 

The Iron Will is just an early example of a long career dedicated not 
just to the craft of writing but to a host of social and political 

activities.    
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autobiographical novel The Will of Magda Townsend, an aging writer and mother 
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4 The Iron Will  (New York: Harper & Brothers Pub., 1936)(republished later that 
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5 Margaret Culkin Banning, autobiographical essay. Originally published in The 
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8 The Iron Will, 4. 

9 All quotations in this paragraph come from The Iron Will, 38. 

Multi-judge panels in certain cases in district court, such as that portrayed in the 
novel, were unusual but not rare.  They seemed to have been convened when 
the case was controversial.  They were authorized by law.  Stat. c.5, §183, at 
page 43 (1927), provided:  

 

Sec.183. Several judges—Division of business, etc.—In districts 
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In Cold Blood; Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Crime and Punishment;  Ernest Gaines, A 
Lesson before Dying; Margaret Glaspell, A Jury of Her Peers; Franz Kafka, The 
Trial; Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird; Herman Melville, Billy Budd; William 
Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice;  and Richard Wright, Native Son.   

11 Terry White, Justice Denoted: The Legal Thriller in American, British, and 
Continental Literature (Westport, Connecticut: Praeger, 2003), 23.  

12 Lars Ole Sauerberg, The Legal Thriller from Gardner to Grisham: See You in 
Court! (London: Palgrave  Macmillan, 2016), 112. 

13 An advertisement for The Saturday Evening Post serialization of The Iron Will 
published in the Duluth Herald on January 16, 1936, boasts of Banning’s 
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veracity, “A Duluth writer, from her intimate knowledge of the iron country and 

its problems, tells the story of the girl who inherited . . . THE IRON WILL.” 

And here is an interesting tidbit from Pat Coleman’s “High Priestess of the 

Women’s Magazine,” posted on July 16, 2010 on the Minnesota Historical 

Society’s website. Coleman argues for Banning’s novel Mesabi  (1969) being 
included in a list of the 150 Best Minnesota Books and comments,  “In a 

holographic note on the half title of the MHS’s library copy, Banning says that is 

order to get the novel right it ‘took three years of research to feel that I was sure 

of my facts.’” Although Mesabi  appeared thirty years after The Iron Will, I 
believe that even early in her writing career, Banning researched her novels 

carefully. Also, interestingly, Mesabi  is something of a sequel to The Iron Will, 
not regarding character but regarding the evolution of iron ore mining twenty 

years after the earlier novel was set. See 
http://discussions.mnhs.org/collections/2010/07/%E2%80%9Chigh-priestess-of-

the-women%E2%80%99s-magazine%E2%80%9D/.  

14 Lenore K. Snodgrass, “Iron Ore and Taxes,” review of The Iron Will  in the 
Duluth News Tribune, May 3, 1936.  

15 For a map of Oliver Mining Company’s operations (undated, but probably in 
the 1950s) see the Oliver Iron Mining  Company Website at  
https://www.missabe.com/graphics/oliverops.gif 

 
16 See Bill Beck, A County Built on Iron: St. Louis County, Minnesota, 1856-2006 
(Virginia Beach, Virginia: Donning Publishing Company, 2006), 101.  

17 Beck, 102.  

18 This and the next quotation come from Beck, 103. 

19 John Baeten, “Contested Landscapes of Displacement: Oliver Iron and 

Minnesota’s Hibbing District,” Change over Time 7.1 (Spring 2017), 57.  

20 Baeten, 57. See also C. J. Buell, The Minnesota Legislature of 1915  (St. Paul: 
C. J. Buell, 1915), 33.   

21 G. Howard Spaeth, “Iron Ore Taxation in Minnesota,” Proceedings of the 
Annual Conference on Taxation under the Auspices of the National Tax 
Association, 41 (1948), 239.  

22 Baeten, 58. 
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23
 See https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/262/172 at the Cornell 

Law School Legal Information Institute. 
 
24 See  Minnesota Supreme Court’s ruling in Marble v. Oliver Mining Co., 172 

Minn. 263 (Minn. 1927). 

25 See State ex rel. Oliver Iron Mining Co. v. Armson, 181 Minn. 221 (Minn. 1930). 

26
 Margaret Culkin Banning, Mixed Marriage (New York: Harper, 1930). 

27 Banning, Mixed Marriage, 93. 

28
 Spaeth, 233.  Spaeth goes on to add “In the years immediately following this 

litigation, little effort was made by the then existing Tax Commission to carry out 

the mandate of the courts,” 233. 

      The complete text of the decision of the Minnesota Supreme Court  in State v. 

Oliver Iron Mining Co., 198 Minn. 385 (Minn. December 11, 1936), is posted in the 

Appendix, at  21-37.   

      Douglas Hedin, founder and editor of MLHP, also believes the 1936 Oliver 
case was the inspiration for The Iron Will. He writes, “I am very sure that 
Banning attended sessions of the Duluth trial, and spoke with the lawyers and 

the judges (she thanks ‘several members of the bench and bar’ in her ‘Prefatory 

Note’). Several times she quotes the judges in her novel as asking the lawyers 

whether they couldn’t compromise, settle.  I am sure this happened in real life—

the judges in the real tax dispute in Duluth suggested compromise.” 

Personal email to the author, July 13, 2018.  

29 See profile on Salsich at the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and 

Petroleum Engineers website when it presented him with the AIME William 

Lawrence Saunders Gold Medal in 1947, 

http://www.aimehq.org/programs/award/bio/leroy-salsich-0  

30 “Milestones, Nov. 27, 1944,” Time Magazine. Available at 
http://content.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,796913,00.html  
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Appendix 

 

The court case that formed the basis for The Iron Will  was tried in 
district court in Duluth and then appealed to the Minnesota Supreme 

Court which issued its decision on December 11, 1936.  It was not 

unanimous. The court divided 4-1.  Associate Justice Julius J. Olson 

wrote for the majority, which included Royal A. Stone, Clifford L. 

Hilton and Charles Loring. Chief Justice John P. Devaney dissented.  

The complete texts of their opinions follow. 
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